Celebrity
News:
Martin
Henderson Dishes on Kissing
Britney Spears in Music Video
By Emily Hoff
Kissing someone for the first time can be extremely nervewracking, even if it’s for the sake of your art. Try kissing
an extremely famous pop star on top of that! That was the case
for Grey’s Anatomy star Martin Henderson when he kissed
Britney Spears for the first time in her “Toxic” music video.
According to UsMagazine.com, the video is still making
celebrity news as Henderson said, “It was a legendary kiss.”
Even though Britney Spears is a pop sensation, Henderson
added, “She was so down to earth, and I remember really being
charmed by the way she made fun of her own song.” Is this
Chris hinting he could have been pictured in our celebrity
relationship section back in the day? We’ll probably never
know!

This celebrity news has us curious.
What are some things you can tell
about a new relationship from a
kiss?
Cupid’s Advice:
This kiss obviously caused some sparks for Henderson, if he is
still talking about it. It leads us to believe that a kiss can
tell us a lot about a new relationship. Cupid has some
thoughts:

1. You should enjoy kissing your partner: Kissing, especially
in a new relationship, should make you happy. You should be in
a great mood and smile after getting a kiss from your partner.
If you are not talking about your kiss years after it happens
like Henderson, then there might be a lack of chemistry.
Related Link: Kris Jenner Gives Her Best Dating Advice
2. If you don’t enjoy it, don’t fret: If your partner is not a
great kisser, there is always room for improvement. It will
get better as the relationship grows and you are more
comfortable communicating with each other. Or even better yet,
you can start communicating earlier about this in the
relationship. However, if you are not feeling sparks, this is
an indicator that there might be something lacking, so pay
close attention to that.
Related Link: Check out Rebel Wilson’s Video Valentine’s Day
Message to Justin Bieber
3. It should come natural: Especially in a new relationship,
you and your partner should want to kiss each other all the
time. Like in all relationship aspects, if it doesn’t come
natural and it seems forced, you might have to look over your
relationship.
Do you think a kiss can tell a lot about a new relationship?
Comment below.

